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If you have landed here then a quick start is to open your chrome
browser and type in editor.p5js.org and you are ready to go.
Step 1
First thing is to open your Chrome browser. Others work but Chrome
works best
Step 2
Type in editor.p5js.org into your web browser and you should get a
default page like the one below
Step 3
Delete all the code that is already there by default. Work through section
1 which is the foundation for what you are going to do when making the
appy bird game. Don’t worry we will put it all back as I explain step by
step
Step 4
Copy the code in the boxes in this book. Press the play button to see it
come up on the canvas. If you get an error message in the console (at the
bottom under the code) check that you have not made a mistake
Step 5
Try the challenges or just play to get a feel for it, see what happens when
you change something, learn by doing
Step 6
Delete all the code you have typed in and do the next one
Step 7
When you move onto section 2 making the appy bird game then it is a
good idea to login with your gmail account. This means that you can save
as you go along. You don’t need to keep deleting and retry ping everything.
All the additional lines of code are highlighted for you
Keyboard & Mouse
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When you rst open up the web page in the browser you get a default
page like this

fi
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Looking at the buttons
Everything is quite intuitive and really the best way to learn is to play
with them. The ‘run’ and ‘stop’ buttons are the ones you will use the most.
In settings you can change the theme, the size of the font etc. If you are
not sure then leave everything to the default settings.

Keyboard & Mouse
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Introduction
Part 4 covers a topic broadly called DOM elements that you might use in a
website involving CSS, HTML and JavaScript. This section also covers more
functionality available for the keyboard and the mouse. A brief look at how
you can incorporate the time and date, and using the millis() function to
measure the passage of time.

Keyboard & Mouse
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Unit #11 Keyboard & Mouse
Introduction
This unit shows how you can interact with the mouse and keyboard. There
are several useful functions built into p5. It can determine where the (x,
y) position of mouse on the canvas, and know whether the mouse has been
clicked or pressed etc.

Keyboard & Mouse
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The Keyboard
You can use the keyboard to interact with objects and text. There are
some special keys that are available in p5.js. Some of the special keys in
p5.js are... (notice that they are uppercase)
The up arrow is UP_ARROW
The down arrow is DOWN_ARROW
The left arrow is LEFT_ARROW
The right arrow is RIGHT_ARROW
Return is RETURN

The Mouse
This can also be used to move objects around and interact with function.
This is a comprehensive list in the sketches below but you will surprised
when you might need it.

Keyboard & Mouse
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Basics 4.11.1 KeyIsPressed
First you will need to click on the canvas and then press any key, it
changes anything when any key is pressed
function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
background(220)
}

function draw()
{
if (keyIsPressed === true)
{
fill(0)
}
else
{
fill(255)
}
square(100, 100, 100)
}

Keyboard & Mouse
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Click on the canvas and then press any
key, it should toggle between black
and white

Keyboard & Mouse
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Basics 4.11.2 Key
This prints any key that is pressed
function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
textSize(50)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
text(key, 100, 100)
}

I pressed the letter A on the keyboard
(remember to click the canvas first)

Keyboard & Mouse
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Basics 4.11.3 keyPressed()
This toggles the square ll colour every time a key is pressed
let value = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
background(220)
}

function draw()
{
fill(value)
square(100, 100, 100)
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (value === 0)
{
value = 255
}
else
{
value = 0
}
}
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Basics 4.11.4 keyReleased()
This simply acts when the key is released
let value = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
background(220)
}

function draw()
{
fill(value)
square(100, 100, 100)
}

function keyReleased()
{
if (value === 0)
{
value = 255
}
else
{
value = 0
}
}

Basics 4.11.5 KeyCode
Here we check for a speci c key to be pressed, in this case the up arrow
changes it to white and the down arrow toggles it to black
let value = 126

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
background(220)
}

function draw()
{
fill(value)
square(100, 100, 100)
}

function keyPressed()
{
if (keyCode === UP_ARROW)
{
value = 255
}
else if(keyCode === DOWN_ARROW)
{
value = 0
}
}
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Basics 4.11.6 keyTyped()
Press key A on the keyboard for white square and B for black square
let value = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
background(220)
}

function draw()
{
fill(value)
square(100, 100, 100)
}

function keyTyped()
{
if (key === 'a')
{
value = 255
}
else if (key === 'b')
{
value = 0
}
}

Keyboard & Mouse
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Basics 4.11.7 KeyIsDown()
This creates an event only while that speci c key is held down, suggest
you start a new sketch. Use the arrow keys, up, down, left and right to
move the red circle
let x = 100
let y = 100

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
fill(200, 0, 0)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
if (keyIsDown(LEFT_ARROW))
{
x -= 5
}
if (keyIsDown(RIGHT_ARROW))
{
x += 5
}
if (keyIsDown(UP_ARROW))
{
y -= 5
}
if (keyIsDown(DOWN_ARROW))
{
y += 5
17 of 35
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}
circle(x, y, 50)
}

Keyboard & Mouse
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Basics 4.11.8 movedX
The variable movedX contains the horizontal movement of the mouse since
the last frame - movedY is obvious. With this example, move you mouse
slightly left or right and then stop, you should see it gently slide back
let x = 200

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
rectMode(CENTER)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
if (x > width/2)
{
x -= 2
}
else if (x < width/2)
{
x += 2
}
x += movedX
square(x, width/2, 50)
}

Notes
This will also apply to movedY

Keyboard & Mouse
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Basics 4.11.9 winMouseX and pwinMouseX
This one is an interesting one with many things happening at once where
the pointer moves the canvas around and the speed of the canvas
determines the size of the circle
let myCanvas
let speed

function setup()
{
myCanvas = createCanvas(200, 200)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
speed = winMouseX - pwinMouseX
circle(width/2, height/2, 10 + speed * 5)
myCanvas.position(winMouseX, winMouseY)
}

Keyboard & Mouse
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As you move the mouse the canvas moves
too also the circle responds to the
speed you move it

Keyboard & Mouse
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Basics 4.11.10 mouseIsPressed()
Simple responds when any mouse button is pressed
let value = 255

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
circle(200, 200, 100)
if (mouseIsPressed)
{
fill(200, 0, 0)
}
else
{
fill(0, 0, 200)
}
console.log(mouseIsPressed)
}

Keyboard & Mouse
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When you click on one of the mouse
buttons the circle turns red

The console records with a true or
false response to the mouse button

Keyboard & Mouse
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Basics 4.11.11 mouseButton()
This provides feedback depending which button you press on your mouse
(including the wheel)
let value = 255

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
circle(200, 200, 100)
if (mouseIsPressed)
{
if (mouseButton === LEFT)
{
fill(200, 0, 0)
}
if (mouseButton === RIGHT)
{
fill(0, 200, 0)
}
if (mouseButton === CENTER)
{
fill(0, 0, 200)
}
}
console.log(mouseButton)
}
Keyboard & Mouse
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Useful if you need to identify which
button is pressed

Keyboard & Mouse
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Basics 4.11.12 mouseMoved()
Move your mouse cursor across the canvas
let value = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
background(220)
}

function draw()
{
fill(value)
square(100, 100, 100)
}

function mouseMoved()
{
value += 10
if (value > 255)
{
value = 0
}
}

Keyboard & Mouse
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Basics 4.11.13 mouseDragged()
This time it only changes when the mouse button is held down as it is
moved
let value = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
background(220)
}

function draw()
{
fill(value)
square(100, 100, 100)
}

function mouseDragged()
{
value += 10
if (value > 255)
{
value = 0
}
}

Keyboard & Mouse
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Basics 4.11.14 mousePressed()
This is a simple way to toggle using a mouse button
let value = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
background(220)
}

function draw()
{
fill(value)
square(100, 100, 100)
}

function mousePressed()
{
if (value === 0)
{
value = 255
}
else
{
value = 0
}
}

Keyboard & Mouse
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Basics 4.11.15 mouseReleased()
Does the same but only acts when the button is released
let value = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
background(220)
}

function draw()
{
fill(value)
square(100, 100, 100)
}

function mouseReleased()
{
if (value === 0)
{
value = 255
}
else
{
value = 0
}
}

Keyboard & Mouse
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Basics 4.11.16 mouseClicked()
Very similar to mousePressed
let value = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
background(220)
}

function draw()
{
fill(value)
square(100, 100, 100)
}

function mouseClicked()
{
if (value === 0)
{
value = 255
}
else
{
value = 0
}
}

Keyboard & Mouse
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Basics 4.11.17 doubleClicked()
As it says on the tin
let value = 0

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
background(220)
}

function draw()
{
fill(value)
square(100, 100, 100)
}

function doubleClicked()
{
if (value === 0)
{
value = 255
}
else
{
value = 0
}
}

Keyboard & Mouse
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Basics 4.11.18 mouseWheel()
The event.delta property returns the amount the mouse wheel has
scrolled.
let pos = 100

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)

}

function draw()
{
background(220)
circle(width/2, pos, 100)
}

function mouseWheel(event)
{
pos += event.delta/4
}

Keyboard & Mouse
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The circle moves up and down with the
wheel of the mouse

Notes
The event.delta value can be altered to suite your mouse, I have divided by
4 just for a slightly slower response.

Keyboard & Mouse
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Basics 4.11.19 easing
Smoothing out the motion
let x = 0
let y = 0
let targetX
let targetY
let incrementX
let incrementY
let easing = 0.05

function setup()
{
createCanvas(400, 400)
}

function draw()
{
background(220)
targetX = mouseX
incrementX = targetX - x
x += incrementX * easing
targetY = mouseY
incrementY = targetY - y
y += incrementY * easing

circle(x, y, 50)
}

Keyboard & Mouse
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Notes
This is just a bit of fun to show how to make an object move smoothly. It
could be applied to many things. The variable easing is not a function but
just a variable name but easing is the description of smoothing.

Challenge
Try making the value of easing = 1 and see what happens
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